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or

at least some
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cated guesses.
Lost Faces ofthe Bible,

the National

series on
four-part
Geographicchannel, follows

forensic and

facial reconstruction

theyanalyzefour

as

Land

experts

ancient skulls from the

of Israel and

create
face to match
based on information
they gather
from the find, such as its gender,age and
health defects. Professor IsraelHershkovitz

them

from

the Department of Anatomy and
SackAnthropologyat Tel Aviv University's
lerMedical

School conducts

the skull in each
toria

scan

on

Vic-

forensic artist based

Lywood,

Montreal,

CAT

after which
episode,

in

extremely realistic
the hair, skin and
lookingface, including
even
wrinkles. Simultaneously,
another
three-dimensional printing
expertcreates
of
of the skull to compare
to
replica
Lywood's.
The Israeli-Canadian Jacobovici, journalist by trainingwho
calls himself an
makes
docuinvestigative
archeologist,
mentary films dealingwith archeological
finds surrounding
Jesus and the Land of
creates

Israel.Since 2005
The Naked

an

he has hosted the series
he dis-

in which
Archaeologist,

cusses
Biblical stories and looks for evidence theyoccurred by exploring
the Holy
Land's archeological
finds and interviewing scholars. It airs on Canada's VisionTV,

HistoryInternational in the
started airing
in Israel.
Orthodox

Jacobovici,an

US

and

Jew born

Petah Tikvah, lives in the Shomron
In the

new

ducting
academics

CAT

on

In 'LostFaces of the Bible'Filmmaker Simcha

in

con-

the skullsallows the

and artiststo avoid

which recreated
doing work
pointof controversy who lived at the
for ultra-Orthodox Jews in Israel.Through
documentary in
the actual skull

on

facial reconstruction,

any

Hershkovitz

of bones,
manipulation

says it's common
the world over,
gists

and

avoids

Jacobovici

for archeolopractice

except for in Israel.
"It's first
whose con/ ׳says Jacobovici,

man
face to resemble
for BBC
1981 with Hershkovitz.
But he says he'll never
do one
again
because of how inaccurate it was.
"It'son par with astrology
and palm readZias
in
an
in his
interview
ing/'says

time of Jesus

the
Jerusalem apartment. "It's not likely
troversial2007 documentaryThe Lost Tomb
reconstruction will resemble the real perofJesusclaimed that Jesus and his family son... It'stotally,
totally
subjective."
were
buried under an apartment building
This isn't the firsttime Zias has taken
in

reconstructs
facobovici
facially

science
ancient skulls,
but not everyone agrees it'slegitimate

area.

Jacobovicisays
project,
scan

just

at facesfromtheBible
Gazing

Jerusalem'sTalpiyot
neighborhood."No

one's ever done it in Israel."
However, some
academics takeissue with
this assertion, Jacobovici's
use
of facial

issue with

Jacobovici,whose

evision series he

and
Zias

calls

films and

tel-

about the early
Christian
Jacoboviciproject
relic because
concerns

to

Zias and

network.

the

Jesus Discovery,which
ossuary

found

tomb

in

argues that
underneath

an

is the earliest
Jerusalemapartment building

known
example of an objectbearing
Christian symbol referring
to the resurrection, eventually
aired in 2012 on the Discovery Channel.
Zias sees
the

suit

Jacobovicito blame

pseudo-archeologyhas received
purportfalseclaims. Jacobovicisued
they needed
for defamation in
,0102
as he publicly became
the

for his
to

him

as

an

attempt by

for all criticism he

"Theydecided
projects.

shut

dated to the time

of Jesus via Carbon-14

expressed dating,baby found in an ancient Canaanwhose Preold man
and
The
ite jar,
However,
6,000-year

others

someone

they wanted

up

and

to shut

Canaanite
cave.

When

remains

were

found

the skull is

in

given

desert

Biblical

it may resemit to
"hook," linking
figure
ble, Jacobovicisays it allows the viewer to
but he is not
to
familiar name,
connect

the skull belongsto that figure.
claiming
he says. "I can't
"It's juststorytelling,"
But it's
diary.
prove it. don't have Jesus's
reasonable

stretch. We

don't

make

any-

of it than he lived at the same
time in the same placeand therefore might
with
into contact
very well have come

thingmore

up,"
method
in
attacked his film projecton
the James
he says.
Jesus."
legitimate
CSI: Crime
actor on
an
and his films in general.
David Berman,
Zias also went to the police
over
new
show, which claims to
archeology
Jacobovici's
Ossuary.
hosts the series, which
Scene Investigation,
million lawsuit against present "myth-busting
recon5.2$
Joe Zias, retired physical
anthropologistthe film. The
archeology,"
to
and former archeological
museum
curator
four years in the making,according
Zias in Israelis stillongoingwith
who
was
hearing structs the face of Philistinewoman
for the Antiquities
who says he does not see anyclaims he
man
whose
lived at the time of Delilah,
Jacobovici,
Authority,
coming up in Julyin Petah Tikvah.
as facial
conducted the firstfacialreconstruction
In 2011 National Geographicdropped
skull was found in the Galilee and could be
thingcontroversial in the project,
reconstruction

as

one
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FILMMAKER
SIMCHA
JACOBOVICI (second
from left)
isseen here with Professor Israel
Hershkovitz and forensic artistVictoria

LyWOOd.(Marc IsraelSellem/TheJerusalemPost

is an

reconstruction

method
accepted

done

forensic scientiststhe world

by policeand
over.

In

this

he

case,

the

says, it restores

humanityto millennia old skulls."What's
here is we did it on biblical faces on
era
faces," he says. "We did it on
somebody from Israel.
"You look at
skull and it'san artifact.
new

Bible

face and it's human
being,"
them so to
"By resurrecting
explains.
speak,by seeingtheir face, this is face
that somebody loved. It probably
had children. Somebody cared about this person.
It'snothingscientific.By seeing face we
You look at

he

whole

open

world,

whole

seeingthese faces."
conducted
Archeologists

audience
CT

scan

to

and

on
utilized facial reconstruction recently
the remains of Richard III,whose skeleton
was
lot in Leicester.Zias
found in parking
dismisses this as show business.
"That's Hollywoodis what itis,"he says.
Both men
accuse
the other of stifling
academic debate, with Jacoboviciarguingthat
Zias is serialdefamer of credible academics and Zias countering that Jacobovici
in
pays academics for their participation
his projects,
but forces them to signnondisclosure agreements.He says Jacobovici
of money" to be
offered him "a largesum
interviewed in the James Ossuaryfilm, but
the interview was dependenton his signto anybody.
ing the form and not talking
"These are ways of muzzling people,"
Zias says,addingthat those who agree with
him are too intimidated by Jacobovicito
come
forward with their concerns.
"It goes
the whole ethics of what you do."
against
But Jacobovicisays he justwants
true
academic debate about his work without

attacks.
personal
with everything
"He can disagree
that
do. He has
don't
rightto and
frankly
care," he says. "The law suit is about cerchargesthat he made which were

tain

libelous, and

democracyends

where

libel

begins."
He says most
his
not

tipshe

projectscome
to

be

on

from

camera.

receives that

inspire

scholars who wish
"I have to persuade

he says."The minute you lose your
people,"
anonymity you become an objectof criticism and
lot of peopledon't want that."
Hershkovitz did not respondto multiple

requestsfor comment.
next for the naked archeologist?
series on archeological
four-part
myster-

What's

ies, he says, will

come

out

next

year

